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I. Sheliach Tzibbur & Hazzan: 
Profiles in Leadership & Authority



Qualifications for the Sheliach Tzibbur

A sheliaḥ tsibbur must be fit (hagun). And who is fit? One who is free of 
sin, and never had a bad reputation even in his childhood, and who is 
humble, wanted by the nation; and is skilled in liturgical chanting and 
his voice is pleasant; he is accustomed to reading the Torah, Prophets, 
and Writings.  ~Josef Karo, Shulchan Aruch, Orach Chayyim 53 



Hazzan - A Community Official

• Teaches Children (M. Shabbat 1:3)
• Keeper of Lulavim (M. Sukkah 4:4)
• Lifts the Torah scrolls (M. Yoma 7:1)
• Giving corporal punishment (M. Makkot 3:12)

“The person who is entrusted with the needs of the public, such as the one who is referred to in the 
Talmud as hazzan of the community, it is not right to call him sheliach tsibur; rather, the two are 
different; the sheliach tsibur is worthy to go forth towards the Torah shrine.” -Nachmanides (d.1270)



“Hazan: he is the functionary (shammash) of the community 
               and I never heard that he has any significance." 

~Rashi on Makkot 22b
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A Mahzor from Worms (Leipzig Mahzor, c.1310)  



The Oldest Notated Ashkenazi Piyyut



- Rabbi Hazzan Tzvi Herz Treves (Mal’ah Ha’aretz De’ah, 1560)

“[Cantors of this generation] ..have ceased to be writers of 
Torah, Tefillin, and Megillot; they do not attend to correct 

grammar in prayer, nor to the sense of the prayers, but 
rather only to their singing, without regard for the 
meaning of the words. They neglect the traditional 

melodies of their Forefathers.” 



Necrologue of Hazzan Lippman Poppers
D. 1656. Published in Wagenseil’s commentary on Tractate Sota (1674)
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    –Rabbi Shlomo Lipschütz (T.S. 9b-10a)

““..I was accepted to the holy community of Pfersee             
where they harkened to my voice; and there                                 

I threw off the yoke of shechita from my shoulders,                                  
nor would I have to teach children,                                        

but to be a master of one service — the service of the of 
holy office of the miniature Temple.”
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Look in the Kuzari, 2nd Essay, 64th section: 
The separation of the science of music, which 
was the specific provenance of the Levite clan.
Who were free from all hard labor.

And from every thing their houses were clean.
Through honor they earn their keep, not like the 
poor and destitute.

The Kuzari speaks thus:
Music changes the humour of a man's soul to a 
different one. 
The crying soul to joy.
And it is written: The shechina only descends in 
the midst of joy.

One with wise eyes in his head will comprehend
That there was no screaming at the sacrifice done at the altar
The meshorerim only made melodies and lamnatzeah
as it is written several times in the Book of Chronicles

That the Levites were singers according to music (מוזיג).
Their pleasant voice was beloved as mixed wine,                 
Clean and without must or [grape] husk.

Chronicles I 15:23: “Chenaniah, officer of the Levites in song; 
“He was in charge of the song because he was a master.”
and [Chron I 2:7-8]: ..trained singers of the LORD, all of the 
masters..small and great alike, like master like apprentice.”

See the science of music and how it requires study.
And the Levites from their youth constantly studied this 
science. For it is difficult to perfect
Except if one is free from labor, and he is wealthy
Who has liberty and riches.
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Reading & Listening List - Disruptive Innovations in Jewish Music 

CLASS 1 

Music: A Subversive History by Ted Gioia


For a good close read of the book of Samuel: The Invention of Monotheist Ethics by Hillel I. 
Millgram


CLASS 2 

A Pleasing Aroma:" Prayer Leadership and Cantorial Mussar (Ethics) in the 18th century - 
Matthew Austerklein (né Klein) M.S.M. Thesis. Jewish Theological Seminary 2011. 

Gratias post mensam in diebus festiuis cum cantico העברײם - A New Look at an Early Sixteenth-
Century Tzur Mishelo - Avery Gosfield

YouTube of Ensemble Lucidarium (including the Tsur Mishelo and its use in Yiddish popular song)

The Cantor: From Mishna to Modernity by Wayne Allen


The Music Libel Against the Jews by Ruth HaCohen



